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Spirit Fitness Commercial CT900LED Treadmill  
 

The SPIRIT 900 Commercial Fitness
series is the flagship with outstanding
design, precise workmanship and
impressive quality with unique reliability for
every training room - whether a weight
room in a home sports club, a fitness room
for hotels or companies or even an entire
fitness center. A robust construction and
commercially available components make
the CT900LED the top standard for
treadmills. The specifications for shock
absorbers, rollers, belts and deck have
been carefully selected to provide users
with a smooth training experience. Powder-
coated steel and a powerful motor give
owners peace of mind that they have
products that will stand the test of time.

 CHF 6'990.00  
      

      

The robust construction and high-quality components make the CT900LED a treadmill that stands up to
any comparison. The technical framework of the cushioning, rollers, drive belts and running surface
have been meticulously designed to ensure a smooth running experience. The powder-coated steel and
the powerful motor make the CT900LED a powerhouse for the future.

The CT900LED treadmill from Spirit Fitness is a club cardio exercise machine for walking and running
that is designed for commercial use regardless of facility. The sturdy construction and high-quality
components make the Spirit Fitness CT900LED the standard for any treadmill to measure against. This
workhorse of a treadmill is perfect for gyms, military-based fitness centers, collegiate and professional
sports training facilities, and any other training environment where durability, reliability, and longevity are
key requirements.

Features:

5.0 HP AC heavy duty/industrial motor
Training computer with LED display with blue backlight and training history display/lap counter
Console display of time, distance, pace, speed, incline, calories, pulse, METs, heart rate profile
display in %
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10 programs: Manual, Hill, 5k, Fat Burn, Cardio, Strength, Interval
Pulse-controlled program
Gerkin Protocol, WFI, Physical Therapy PEB, Chester, Military Physical Readiness Tests (Army,
Navy, Air Force, Marines, Coast Guard)
Speed and incline quick selection buttons
Running surface 157 x 56cm
Speed 0.8-24km/h in 0.1km/h increments
Gradient 0-15% in 0.5% increments
Cushioning: Ultimate Deck System
Integrated swivel fan
7.6cm castors
double-sided 2.5cm deck with phenolic coating
multi-layer Habasit® running belt
cushioning system - Polyurethane Shock Absorber - 6 Cushioned Elastomers
oversized pulleys and a 12-groove V-ribbed belt with tensioner pulley reduce the load on the
system and increase reliability
large side brackets for stable support, easy cleaning and elegant design
Hand pulse sensors for stationary handles
USB port for software updates
Tablet-friendly reading tray
Shelf for secure placement of smartphone, water bottle, etc.
Frame - epoxy hybrid, double powder-coated steel
Color: Graphite grey

Use: home to commercial use, payload: approx. 205kg
Device dimensions: L214 x W90.3 x H153cm, weight 227kg
Accessories: integrated receiver for chest strap transmitter, hand pulse sensors
Option: pulse transmitter strap, TV mount
Warranty: 2-year full warranty, 10-year motor

Boost your performance with the fitness tests on the Spirit Fitness CT900LED treadmill - you
have a total of 9 fitness tests to choose from on the Spirit Fitness CT900 treadmill. Here is a
selection:

Challenge your running abilities on the Spirit Fitnesss CT900 treadmill with the Army
Performance Test
Until 2010, the Physical Fitness Test was used by the US Army to test the physical fitness of applicants.
The test consists of push-ups, sit ups and a 2-mile (3.2km) run in specific times. On the Spirit Fitness
CT900 treadmill you have the chance to try out the running part. Women (22-26 years old) in the US
Army must run the 3.2 km in at least 20:36 minutes and men (22-26 years old) in 17:30 minutes. In the
37-41 age group, men must run this distance in at least 19:30 minutes and women in 24:06 minutes.
With the Spirit Fitness CT900 treadmill you can test whether your running performance would be
recognized by the army at that time. 

Endurance like firemen on the Spirit Fitness CT900 treadmill- Check how fit you are with the
Gerkin protocol
The Gerkin test on the Spirit Fitness E900 treadmill tests the health of your lungs. Strong lungs are
essential, especially in firefighting professions. Start the Gerkin test, warm up for 3 minutes. Then
increase your pace until you have reached your maximum heart rate (85%). Once you have reached
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your target heart rate, hold it for at least 15 seconds.

Meetthe requirements of the US Marines with the Spirit Fitness CT900 treadmill
Marines applicants must run 4.8 km in a certain time if they want to join the United States Marine Corps.
Try it out for yourself at home. To pass the Marines running test on the Spirit Fitness E900 treadmill,
men in the 27-39 age group must complete the 4.8 km in at least 29 minutes and women must complete
the distance in at least 32 minutes. 40-45-year-old female applicants should complete the test in 33
minutes and men in 30 minutes.

Engine power: 5 HP AC heavy duty/industrial motor
Speed: 0,8-24km/h in 0,1km/h steps
Tread: 157 x 56 cm
Gradient: 0-15% in 1% steps
Training computer: LED display with blue backlight
Displayed values: Time, distance, pace, speed, incline, calories, pulse, METs, heart rate profile display
in %.
Training programs: 10
Pulse-controlled programs: 1
User-defined programs: keine
Hand pulse sensors: Yes
Pulse receiver: 5khz
Multimedia: Tablet holder
Foldable: No
Accessories: Fan, drink holder, tablet tray
Options: Transmitter belt, floor protection mat
Folding dimensions (length / width / height): No
Dimensions (length / width / height): L 214 x W 90,3 x H 153cm
Device weight: 227 kg
Payload: 204 kg
Insert: Heinbereich bis kommerzieller Dauereinsatz
Warranty: 2 years complete warranty, 10 years on motor
Features: Tests: Gerkin Protocol, WFI, Physical Therapy PEB, Chester, Military Physical Readiness
Tests (Army, Navy, Air Force, Marines, Coast Guard)
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